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Want to make a big bet for an even bigger return? Start thinking small! While the majority of penny

stocks are very risky, choosing the right ones can be extremely lucrative. Written by penny stock

expert Peter Leedsâ€”also known as The Penny Stock Professionalâ€”this hands-on, friendly guide

takes the guesswork out of investing in penny stocks and gives you the knowledge to make smart

investment choices that can yield big returns. In no time, you'll have the confidence and know-how

to properly identify and purchase winning penny stocksâ€”and get in on the ground floor of small cap

stocks that can bring you high rewards. Updated and expanded since its previous publication, this

new edition of Penny Stocks For Dummies provides the latest information, advice, and tools you

need before considering investing in penny stocks. Once you determine investing in penny stocks is

for right you, you'll find expert guidance on identifying growth trends and market sectors positioned

for rapid growth, finding undiscovered penny stocks, and understanding the fundamentals of a

potential investment in penny stocks.  Get the knowledge to better identify and purchase lucrative

penny stocks Identify growth trends and market sectors positioned for growth Grasp the basics of

penny stocks and make sound investments Find undiscovered penny stocks  If you don't have a lot

to invest right now but want to multiply what you do have, penny stocks are for you!
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Penny Stocks For Dummies is my go to guide for value investing. I had read his initial edition years

ago with much enthusiasm and Peter did not leave me wanting. If there is something I'm sure we all



agree on it is the fact that there are so many books out there written with hype and fluff without

offering any real, practical, usable information. Peter Leeds' Penny Stocks for Dummies is by far the

exception. This new edition is even better than the last. The new information covered in this book is

thorough, simple, and entertaining. Above all else it is actually relevant and applicable in helping an

investor discover investment opportunities. This is true whether you are a beginner or a veteran.

Between how much this book has saved me money in avoiding commons mistakes and the profits

I've made using its strategies, it has paid for itself countless times over. Thank you Peter for being

honest, objective, and willing to share your knowledge with the world.

This is a really comprehensive guide to penny stocks, not for dummies. I thought it would be more

simplistic because of the title, then I read about the author, amazing guy really, holds a ton of

unbiased knowledge and teaches it with great precision and clarity. An amazing book for penny

stock traders. By the way, you'll learn more from this book than any online penny stock trader

videos. Glad I found this.

This is my third book by Peter Leeds, I'm excited. In early 2014, I bought shares for LVFN 1.5USD,

today are 12.5USD. All thanks to Peter L. Thank you from the Czech Republic. Vojtech Kuthejl

I learned so much from this book, I feel confident that my investment decisions will be successful

and rewarding. Thank you Peter

Peter is an amazing teacher & mentor. In this book he teaches everything about (Penny) stocks and

the successful and safe investing-approach.You can start investing immediately or dig really deep -

up to you...I rate this book with 5 stars because it covers everything about (Penny) stock-investing

and it provides a real & complete guide that truly can help you to reach financial freedom!

There are so many useless books available. What I've found with the "Dummies" series is that they

give you a good initial overview of the subject."Penny Stocks for Dummies" gave me that initial

"course study" so to speak. Where it also informs to give you an idea where else one needs to study

further. As example, the chapter that covered "Fundamentals" was lacking, but there is only so

much you can fit in a single book. The book made me realize how much you need to study before

you engage in investing or trading in this very volatile and risky area of the market.



I love this book so far. Peter Leeds actually gives value in his books and his videos. There are other

penny stock "gurus" out there but you must pay thousands if you want any valuable info or

education at all. Peter Leeds delivers great content and goes way beyond his "best picks" that

anybody has and sales for thousands. Peter Leeds actually gives an absolutely affordable

education in Penny Stocks.Anthony Sipes

Very good book. Just started looking into penny shares. Not a millionaire yet thou, only

disappointment. Lol
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